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Ben Walters (MAFF, UK) became Chairperson of the BIOMASS Coordinating Committee

The IAEA is making an effort to ensure that the BIOMASS project and its
documentation are finished and completed by the end of 2001. As part of
this process the BIOMASS Co-ordinating Committee has been reinforced.
Ben Walters became chairperson and two new members will be nominated
shortly. Mr. Walters asked us to transmit the following message to you:

I am privileged to have been asked by IAEA to chair the BIOMASS Co-
ordinating Committee. I have worked for MAFF in London on
radiological dose assessments for a number of years and my colleagues
and I have found the BIOMASS programme and its predecessors to be of
great practical use. This is a most interesting time for the various working
groups - the finishing post is in sight - activities are drawing to their
conclusion and final publications are being prepared (or at least planned).
I encourage you to maintain your enthusiasm through to the end.
BIOMASS can be proud of the work it has produced. You have all put a
lot of time and effort into BIOMASS and we must make sure that this
effort is not wasted and that our tasks are finished and reports are written.

Although BIOMASS is a collection of separate Themes and Working Groups they all form part of a programme -
Modelling and Assessment are common components of the individual activities. We are seeing some very useful
fundamental concepts being developed and links being forged between the groups which is demonstrating that
BIOMASS is an integrated body of work. For instance: (see next page)

This newsletter provides a summary of the main developments and progress in the BIOMASS
programme since June 1999. In October 1999 a very successful plenary meeting was held in Vienna, 100
participants from 24 countries attended the meeting. The Working Groups Programmes were reviewed
and updated and activities for 2000 were identified and planned.
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• a systematic methodology for constructing models is being developed in Theme 1 and the Forest Working
Group;

• several groups are investigating model validation which is of primary importance for maintaining confidence in
our assessment results;

• we have the very practical application of models in dose reconstruction and investigation of the impact of
remediation in Theme 2;

• the Forest Working Group will be providing advice to Theme 1 and is investigating radionuclide behaviour in
trees which clearly may be of value to the Fruit Group;

• the Fruits Working Group is providing advice on the modelling of a food type which is potentially very
important to overall dose;

• the Tritium Working Group is helping us all by investigating a ubiquitous nuclide and scenarios that are often
overlooked because of their difficulty.

One of the tasks of the Co-ordinating Committee will be to ensure that this integration is effective and that each
group benefits from the work carried out elsewhere in the programme. We must also ensure that unnecessary
duplication is avoided of course.

In addition to the BIOMASS participants making the most of the work that is now nearing completion we must
ensure that BIOMASS serves the rest of the scientific community. The BIOMASS publications will achieve this
together with supplementary publications in journals etc. but each of us should take every opportunity to use the
information and techniques that BIOMASS has developed and to encourage others to do the same. To quote a
saying that I often see displayed in shops and restaurants at home, and there are probably equivalent versions
throughout the world, - "if you don't like what we do, tell us; if you do like what we do, tell others".

And what about the future? Have we solved all the problems in modelling and assessment? Do we need more
experimental programmes, or better utilisation of the data that already exist? Are we achieving the best practice in
developing and specifying scenarios - are modelling results clear and unambiguous - how are we using assessment
results - is environmental modelling a useful part of the decision making process? The scope of any future
programme will depend on YOUR responses to these and similar questions. Let us know what are the issues that
you predict will be troubling assessors over the next few years.

Ben Walters (E-mail: c.b.walters@fsci.maff.gov.uk)

IMPORTANT DATES:

BIOMASS Theme 1; Radioactive Waste Disposal
17-21 January 2000, BIOMASS Theme 1 Meeting. IAEA Headquarters, Vienna, Austria.

10-14 April 2000, BIOMASS Theme 1 Meeting. BNFL Headquarters, Manchester, UK.

19-23 June 2000, BIOMASS Theme 1 Meeting. IAEA Headquarters, Ciemat, Madrid, Spain.

BIOMASS Theme 2: Environmental Releases
May 2000, Dose Reconstruction and Remediation modelling Working Groups, IAEA Headquarters, Vienna,
Austria.

BIOMASS Theme 3: Biosphere Processes
April 2000, Fruits Modelling Working Group, Ciemat Headquarters, Madrid, Spain.

May 2000, Tritium Working Group, NIFS, Toki, Japan.

June 2000, Forest Modelling Working Group, SCK, Brussels, Belgium.

BIOMASS Plenary Meeting
6-10 November 2000, IAEA Headquarters, Vienna, Austria. At the end of this
newsletter you can find the meeting registration form.



1. THEME 1: RADIOACTIVE WASTE
DISPOSAL (REFERENCE BIOSPHERES)

The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) of the
United States of America
hosted on 30 August -3
September a BIOMASS
Theme 1 meeting.
Mr. C. McKenney (NRC,
e-mail: CAMl@nrc.gov)
did an excellent job. The

atmosphere was perfect,
congratulations. Thanks also to our BIOMASS
Theme 1 sponsors: ANDRA and JPSN (France),
NIREX and BNFL (UK), PNC (Japan),
CIEMAT and ENRESA (Spain) and NAGRA
(Switzerland),.

working

General Theme 1 Developments. Since the last
BIOMASS Newsletter was issued, the major
Theme 1 events have been a meeting held in
Washington DC and the recent BIOMASS Plenary
Meeting. The Washington meeting was kindly
hosted by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and took place from 30 August to 3 September.
The key developments from the Washington
meeting were:

• finalisation of Working Document No.5
describing Example Reference Biosphere 1:
Drinking Water Well. This not only provides
results for the example considered, but also
illustrates the comprehensive application of the
Reference Biosphere Methodology as developed
so far to the this relatively simple example;

• agreement on the structure of future examples
to be produced within the Theme 1 programme,
including treatment of a wider range of exposure
pathways and geosphere-biosphere interfaces, both
within assumed constant biosphere conditions
(Example 2), and under the influence of biosphere
change (Example 3);

• agreement to proceed with the finalisation of
Working Documents on the Application of Data
(WD4) and on Identification and Justification of
Biosphere Systems (WD6) in time for presentation
at the BIOMASS Plenary Meeting.

These last two Working Documents were
produced in time for distribution at the Plenary
Meeting, along with the Working Document on
Definition of Critical and Other Hypothetical
Exposure Groups (WD3), which was completed at
the time the last Newsletter was sent out. Other
Working Documents produced in Theme 1 include
WD1, which describes the Reference Biosphere
Concept, and WD2, which describes the
Alternative Assessment Contexts within which
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biosphere assessments for waste disposal facilities
have to be developed. The importance of
thoroughly understanding the question being asked
(in the assessment context) for determining what
should be included in the assessment, and how,
cannot be under-estimated.

All these Working Documents were made
available in hard copy to participants at October's
Plenary Meeting in Vienna. Further copies are
available on request from the IAEA; please see the
request form attached with this Newsletter. The
full list of references for all current Theme 1
Working Documents is provided at the end of this
Newsletter.

These Working Documents are intended for use
now and can be referenced as IAEA Working
Material. However, they do not represent the final
output from Theme 1. Comments sent to the
secretariats (addresses below) are welcome and
will be taken into account in the final Theme 1
report.

Interest in Theme 1 remains high, with over 200
people from many relevant operational, regulatory,
research and other organisations registering their
interest, and many of them contributing directly to
drafting or providing comments on the draft
material. Wide circulation for comment and input
to draft material in this difficult area is recognised
as important to the credibility and value of the
final Theme 1 output. The IAEA would appreciate
hearing, via the secretariats, from anyone who
have been using the Working Document material
in their own work.

Methodological Developments: A recurring
problem in performance assessments has been to
provide the justification for what to include in the
conceptual models from a large base of
information (both general and specific) about the
system under assessment. This is at least as true
for the biosphere component of long-term
performance assessments as it is for other aspects
of the disposal system. Important progress was
made at the October Plenary Meeting with respect
to the combination of inputs concerning critical
and other exposure group definition, biosphere
system description and the assessment context. In
particular, a simplified procedure was devised for
developing the biosphere system description,
arising from experience in applying the procedure
to Example 2 (see below). A further Working
Document is therefore scheduled to be produced
by 31 December 1999, concerning Biosphere
System Description and Modelling. With the
completion of this step, it becomes increasingly
straightforward to provide a route map through the
whole Reference Biosphere methodology.



Most of the effort to date in Theme 1 has been
concerned with unchanging biosphere systems. At
the recent meetings in Washington and Vienna, the
first real progress was made in applying the
system identification and justification procedure to
assessment contexts that require biosphere change
to be taken into account. Whereas this work is
largely being conducted in the context of Example
3 (see below), refinements in methodology are
being identified as work progresses and are being
noted for inclusion in the final methodology
description.

Example Reference Biospheres Development:
As noted above, a Working Document (WD5) has
been produced describing Example 1. However, it
has always been recognised within Theme 1 that a
single example Reference Biosphere is unlikely to
fit all possible purposes, as may arise in different
assessment contexts. The value of a set of
examples, all produced within the same
methodological framework, is therefore
emphasised.

Example 2 assumes a need to take into account a
wide range of potential transfer and exposure
pathways in a constant agricultural system.
Example 2A assumes that water for irrigation is
extracted from a well intruding into a
contaminated aquifer. Example 2B has the aquifer
releasing contaminated groundwater directly into
surface media. Initially, both are being considered
in the context of a temperate climate, although this
may be extended to alternative climate conditions
(boreal, etc.) if time permits. Example 2A has
reached the stage of mathematical model
development. Data collection and analysis is in
progress in advance of calculations for numerical
results. Much is being learned about the
application of the methodology and the system
description details relevant to other sub-examples
with Example 2.

Example 3 is based on the assumed requirement to
consider biosphere change in long-term
performance assessments. Consideration is being
given to the possibility of dealing with such
change on a generic basis (Example 3A), as well
as through the systematic appraisal of site-specific
factors (Example 3B). For Example 3A it was
anticipated that difficulties would arise, because of
the lack of a firm basis for system definition.
However, this only makes it more important to
determine what can practically be done in such
circumstances. Example 3B is based on a study of
environmental change at two locations, one at
Aspo in Sweden, and one at Harwell in the UK.
These sites are not under consideration for siting
repositories, but both have been the subject of
previous site characterisation studies and relevant
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assessment-level information is therefore
available.

Outline of future programme: The following
target dates have been set for Working
Documents:

- Working Document on Biosphere System
Description and Modelling, 31/12/99
Working Document on Example 2A, 28/02/00
Working Document on Example 2B, 30/06/00
Working Document on Example 3 A, 30/09/00
Working Document on Example 3B, 30/06/00

The provisional plan of Theme 1 meetings is as
follows:

- 17-21 January 2000, at IAEA, Vienna
- 10-14 April 2000, Manchester (UK)
- 19-23 June 2000, Madrid (Spain)

Comments, questions or information on any of the
above Theme 1 activities should be addressed to
the BIOMASS Theme 1 Chairperson

Ian CROSSLAND
UK Nirex Limited

Curie Avenue, Harwell, Didcot,
OX11 ORH Oxfordshire, UK

Phone: +44 1235 825441, Fax: +44 1235 820560
E-mail: ian.crossland@nirex.co.uk

or to the Scientific Secretary:

Carlos TORRES
Department of Nuclear Safety, IAEA

Wagramer Strasse 5, P.O.Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria
Phone: +43 1 2600 21428, Fax: +43 1 26007

E-mail: C.Torres@iaea.org

or to the Technical Secretariat:

Graham SMITH, Richard LITTLE,
Mike EGAN or Barbara WATKINS

QuantiSci Ltd., Chiltern House, 45 Station Road
Henley on Thames, Oxfordshire RG9 1 AT, UK

Fax: +44 1491 576916, Phone: +44 1491 410474
E-mail: BIOMASS@Quantisci.co.uk



2. THEME 2: ENVIRONMENTAL
RELEASES

2.1 Dose Reconstruction Working
Group.

The Dose Reconstruction Working Group of
BIOMASS exists to provide an opportunity for
participants to test models used in dose
reconstruction. Specifically, this includes the
opportunity for model intercomparison, for
comparison of model predictions with
measurements for a variety of endpoints, and for
evaluation of the uncertainty in model predictions
and identification of the most important sources of
uncertainty.

The term 'Dose Reconstruction' refers to the
assessment of exposures, doses, and health risks
from historical releases of contaminants, for
example, routine or accidental releases from
nuclear weapons production or testing or from
nuclear power reactors. Assessments may be
focused on members of the public (off-site
populations) or other specified groups or
individuals. The major purposes of dose
reconstruction include establishment of a basis for
epidemiological studies, estimation of individual
risks, the addressing of public concerns, and
provision of a basis for potential compensation of
exposed individuals.

The chief difficulties of dose reconstruction arise
from the lack of complete information about
exposures. For example, historical locations of
populations, together with their dietary habits, may
not be known with certainty. Individuals may
have been exposed via multiple pathways or
contaminants, or they may have had both
occupational and non-occupational exposures.
Even more importantly, direct measurements of
the releases or the contaminant concentrations may
not be available, either because measurements
were not made or because the existing
measurement technology was limited. Data may
be missing, available only in summary form, or not
sufficiently representative for assessment
purposes. For these reasons, models are often
necessary for the estimation of exposures and
doses. As with any other situation where models
are required, full disclosure and analysis of
uncertainties and use of appropriate model testing
opportunities are essential for public and technical
credibility.

The Dose Reconstruction Working Group has
provided the opportunity for discussion of these
various aspects of assessment modelling through
consideration of two scenarios: the Hanford
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Scenario, dealing with an accidental release of I31I
in 1963, and the Iput River Scenario, dealing with
137Cs deposited by the Chernobyl accident in 1986.

The final report for the Hanford Scenario was
distributed as a Working Document to all
BIOMASS participants at the October 1999
meeting. The Hanford scenario described a short-
term atmospheric release of 13II and served as the
basis for calculations of atmospheric transport,
deposition, and doses to humans from external and
internal exposure pathways. Because radioiodine
releases are important in many radiation accidents,
and because data on the results of these releases
are often incomplete, models for estimating 131I
transport and exposure are essential in many dose
reconstruction efforts, including those for
Hanford, Oak Ridge, and the Nevada Test Site in
the U.S. and for Chernobyl and Mayak in the
former Soviet Union. The Hanford scenario thus
provided a valuable opportunity to intercompare
model predictions among several assessors and to
compare model predictions with available data. In
the spirit of a true dose reconstruction, all
available measurements were provided to
modellers, even though the data were incomplete
or not fully representative.

Most of the attention by this group of participants
was focused on the atmospheric transport part of
the scenario, and a variety of approaches were
used to estimate transport and deposition at several
specified locations. Central values of the
predicted deposition at any given site varied
among participants by a factor of 6-7 up to about 2
orders of magnitude, depending on the site.
Predicted doses to children from ingestion of milk,
normalized for predicted deposition, varied among
participants by about a factor of 10. Differences in
predictions reflected differences in approaches
(e.g., different model types or different
interpretations of the scenario), in selection of
parameter values, or in adjustments for site-
specific conditions.

The Dose Reconstruction Working Group met
most recently during the October BIOMASS
meeting. The Working Group is now
concentrating on the Iput River Scenario, which
deals with 137Cs contamination of the catchment
basin and agricultural area in the Bryansk Region
of Russia, a region that was heavily contaminated
by the Chernobyl accident. Important features of
this scenario include the effects of
countermeasures, the combination of terrestrial
and aquatic pathways of exposure, and the
opportunity to compare predictions with
measurements for a number of years after the
accident. Modelling endpoints include 137Cs

5
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concentrations in food products and animal feed,
human whole body concentrations, and average
internal and external doses to residents of the
region.

Predictions have been submitted by 8 participants,
in addition to calculations made by the scenario
authors. Initial predictions for all endpoints have
been presented and discussed. Predictions for
plant products (e.g., cereals, leafy vegetables,
potatoes) were compared to the test data
(measurements) at the June 1999 Working Group
meeting; all endpoints were compared to the test
data at the October meeting. An example of model
results for t37Cs concentrations in cereals, before
and after the test data were revealed, is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows examples of model predictions for
l37Cs concentrations in milk in comparison to
measurements. The differences among model
approaches and results have been the subject of
much discussion at the Working Group meetings.
In general, differences in results are attributable to
differences in such things as the treatment of
countermeasures, assumptions about 137Cs
availability over time, or the handling of
incomplete input data.

At the October meeting, the Working Group had
an long-awaited opportunity for discussion of the
scenario description and test data with all of the
major authors of the scenario. Topics of concern
included the methods used for sampling various
media and averaging the measurements, the
species and proportions of berries and mushrooms
represented by the measurements, actual
implementation and effectiveness of the
countermeasures, and actual diets of livestock and
people. The scenario authors are preparing a
revised description of the scenario for the final
report that will address these and other issues, in
addition to extending the available test data to
1996 so that long-term trends can be evaluated
more fully.

The revised scenario description is to be
completed and distributed to participants by the
end of 1999. All participants are to submit their
model descriptions (including parameter values)
and final predictions by the end of February 2000.
Participants! submissions will include discussion
of any revisions made to the models or the
predictions following release of the test data or the
revised scenario description. A draft report will be
circulated to participants by mid-April 2000. The
next Working Group meeting will be held in
Vienna in May 2000; this meeting will provide the
last major opportunity for discussion of all aspects
of the Iput River Scenario and of the draft report.

A revised report will be distributed to participants
by early July 2000 for any last comments, which
will be due by 15 August 2000. The final report
will be completed by mid-September for
distribution at the October 2000 BIOMASS
meeting.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of model predictions (central
values only) from three Working Group
participants with measurements (dark circles) for
the concentration of 137Cs in cereals harvested in
the test area, part of the Iput River catchment
basin. Predictions are shown before (top) and
after (bottom) release of the measurements to
participants. The vertical lines (not visible for all
data points) indicate the 95% confidence intervals
on the measurements.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of model predictions (central
values only) from six Working Group participants
with measurements (dark circles) for the
concentration of 137Cs in milk produced in the test
area, part of the Iput River catchment basin. Most
participants had access to test data for plant
products, but no participants had access to the test
data for milk. The vertical lines (not visible for all
data points) indicate the 95% confidence intervals
on the measurements.

For more information please contact the Working
Group Leader:

Kathleen M. THIESSEN (WG Leader)
SENES Oak Ridge, Inc., 102 Donner Drive

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830, USA
Phone: +1 865 4836111, Fax: +1865 4810060

Email: kmt@senes.com

or:
Carol ROBINSON

Department of Nuclear Safety, IAEA
Wagramer Strasse 5, P.O.Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria

Phone:+43 1 2600 22719 , Fax:+43 1 26007
E-mail: C.Robinson@iaea.org
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2.2 Remediation Assessment Working
Group.

The Remediation Working Group have been
considering two scenarios based on the situation
close to the site of a former radium extraction
plant in Olen, Belgium. Non-negligible
concentrations of radium are found in this area as
a result of the following:

• discharge of liquid effluents into a local brook
(Bankloop) which flows into the Kleine Nete
River;

• creation of dumping grounds in the vicinity of
the factory that were used for radioactive and other
wastes;
• use of waste material as a road surfacing
material.

An area of approximately 100 ha between the
Kleine Nete and the road Roerdomstraat has been
contaminated as a result of the frequent flooding
of the river and the dredging of bed sediment out
of the river onto the river banks. This area has
been used by the Working Group for conducting
remediation assessments. The results of a number
of environmental surveys in this area are available,
giving modellers the opportunity to compare
model predictions with actual measurements (see
Figure 3). This was the objective of the first
scenario (known as Type A). The second scenario
(Type B) was designed to allow modellers to
consider the impact of possible future remediation
actions, based on input data for a real site.

Region between Roerdompstraat and Kleine Nete

Fig 1 Localisation of site and faims (situation I & II)

Figure 3

Olen Scenario Type A considered the influence of
a past remedial action, particularly the effect of
deep ploughing (over a depth of approximately
one meter) of land subsequently used as pasture
land for dairy cows. The effects on radium
concentrations in cow's milk during the period
1971-1972 were assessed and compared with
post-remediation measurements. Simplified
modelling approaches were used to assess the



impact of deep ploughing, partly as a result of the
lack of information on soil concentrations as a
function of depth, and partly because of the lack of
information on the technical details of the deep
ploughing. Differences of around a factor of 5 in
the predicted effectiveness of this remediation
action were found. The predicted concentrations in
milk were higher than the measured data but the
measurements were generally within the
confidence interval of predicted values. A working
document describing this exercise and the full
results has been finalized and was distributed to all
participants at the Plenary Meeting in October.

Olen Scenario Type B considers the effectiveness
of potentially feasible remedial actions on the
doses experienced by the local population. This
exercise is continuing and is the present task of the
group. The land area considered in this scenario is
currently pasture on which dairy cows are grazing.
The resulting levels of radium in the milk from the
two local farms vary between 7.5 and 14.5 mBq/1,
at most 3 times higher than the average radium
concentration in milk. A number of possible
remedial actions have been identified that could
lead to the unrestricted use of the land, which is
the preferred end result of remediation. The aim of
the scenario is to assess the possible influence of
the remediation measures on the radiological
impact to the local population (farmers) through
the potential exposure pathways (including leisure
activities, cultivation of vegetables in small
gardens etc.) . The various modelling results will
be compared with one another.

Four modellers submitted preliminary results for
this scenario before the October meeting. It
became clear during the preliminary discussions at
the meeting, that the modelling tasks defined in the
Olen B Scenario description were too ambitious
and a reduction in the tasks was agreed. Following
the meeting, a new version of the scenario
description was produced and distributed to reflect
the agreements at the meeting. The key
agreements are listed below for information. The
following remedial options will be considered:

• no remediation;
• the removal of surface soil down to 1 m in the
most contaminated areas and replacement with
0.5m of less contaminated soil;
• the covering of the contaminated area with: (a)
a clean soil layer of 0.5 m; and (b) a clean soil
layer of 1 m.

For the deterministic calculations, the remedial
action of covering the contaminated area with 1 m
of clean soil is no longer considered.
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The endpoints requested have also been reduced.
Initially, two locations were identified — a
realistic scenario in which a farm was assumed to
be located on an area of land with an 'average'
level of contamination for the site and the more
conservative situation where a farm was assumed
to be on the area of maximum contamination. Now
only the more conservative situation is considered
and doses to an adult farmer only (and not also to a
five year old child) are requested.

Intermediate concentration values in the relevant
biospheric media were requested for allowing
normalized dose values to be used as the basis for
an analysis of the differences between model
predictions. Now values for all relevant biospheric
media are only requested for the no-remediation
option. In respect of the other options, only
concentration values in soil and water are asked
for.

Doses for 226Ra and 210Pb will be calculated
separately, from all exposure pathways, after 1,
50, 100, 200 and 500 years (maximum doses are
optional), as was stipulated before.

For the stochastic calculations, further reductions
in requested endpoints were made. The remedial
option of removal of 1 m of contaminated soil is
no longer considered, and the number of times at
which dose values are required was reduced. Dose
predictions are requested for 1, 100 and 500 years
(maximum doses are optional). Doses from the
following exposure pathways were also defined as
optional during the meeting: inhalation of
resuspended dust and human ingestion of soil.

During the October meeting, an outline of the
structure of the Remediation Assessment Working
Group TECDOC was discussed and agreed upon.
A timetable for completion of calculations,
analysis and report preparation was agreed. The
next milestone in the Group's schedule is for the
submission of all modelling results to the WG
leader, Lieve Sweeck, before 1 December 1999.
Preliminary analysis will be completed by 15
January 2000 to give participants the opportunity
to modify their assessment and submit final results
by 15 February 2000. A first draft of the TECDOC
describing the work of this group will be
distributed in April for discussion at the next
meeting, due to be held in May 2000.

If you are interested, please contact either of the
Working Group Leaders:



Lieve SWEEK and Theo ZEEVAERT
(WG Leaders)

SCK/CEN, Boeretang 200, Mol B-2400, Belgium
Phone Theo: +32 14 332868, Phone Lieve: +32 14 332852,

Email Theo: tzeevaer@sckcen.be
Email Lieve: lsweeck@sckcen.be

Fax: +32 14 321056

or :
Carol ROBINSON (address on page 7)

3. THEME 3: BIOSPHERE PROCESSESS

3.1 Tritium Working Group

The Tritium Working Group (TWG)

The BIOMASS Theme 3 Tritium Working Group
(TWG) met on 7 and 8 October, 1999 during the
BIOMASS Plenary Meeting in Vienna, Austria.
Up to 25 participants from 15 institutions and 9
different countries attended the two day meeting.
Technical discussions were centred around the
following meeting objectives (scenarios are
defined in the following paragraphs):

1. Comments on the first IAEA Working
Document (WD1) produced by the TWG that
summarises the results for Scenarios 1.3 and 1.4.

2. Analysis of results submitted for Scenario 2.4
which is a model-model inter-comparison exercise
based on an underground source of tritium.

3. Discussion of results and draft written material
for inclusion in WD2 concerning results for
Scenario 3.

4. Discussion of predictions for two further
model-data scenarios, namely Scenarios 4.1 and
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5.0 that deal with long-term atmospheric sources at
different sites and different conditions.

5. Discussion of results for the field sampling
experiment designed to obtain data on wet and dry
deposition of tritium to help modelling approaches
for such deposition processes.

6. Development of the future work programme,
work schedule for the various TWG activities
agreed during the meeting and plans for the Spring
2000 TWG meeting.

Information from discussions concerning these
objectives is briefly summarised below. Copies of
the TWG WD1 may be obtained from the IAEA
upon request. Information on the activities of the
TWG and copies of all scenarios produced within
the group may be obtained from the IAEA
Scientific Secretary (SS, Mr Yoshikazu Inoue) or
the Technical Secretariat (TS) (see contact details).

At the inception of the TWG (in December 1996),
it was decided to concentrate efforts on modelling
the consequences of long-term releases of tritium
which had not been undertaken in detail
previously. It was recognized therefore that either
existing models would have to be adapted to
assess such releases, or that completely new
models would have to be developed. Initially, no
field data were immediately accessible against
which models could be tested. Therefore two
model-model inter-comparison scenarios were
developed for discussion at the first meeting of the
TWG (in April 1997) to allow modellers to
develop modelling approaches to various problems
associated with long-term releases of tritium either
to the atmosphere (Scenario 1) or to subsurface
groundwater (Scenario 2). Subsequently, a
number of participants in the group who had
access to data collated in various field sampling
programmes agreed to develop model-data test
scenarios based on long-term atmospheric
releases. As a result, Scenario 3 is based on data
from CRL, Canada; Scenario 4 considers releases
from a tritium facility at VNIIEF, Russia; and
Scenario 5 is concerned with releases from the
VALDUC site in France. Each of these three
scenarios considers a different aspect of long-term
atmospheric releases, thus enabling modellers to
test their models for different circumstances.

Working Document 1

WD1 provides an account of the results for two
different parts of Scenario 1. The first part
considers predictions for tritium concentrations in
atmospheric moisture, soil water and plant tissue
water, and concentrations of organically bound
tritium (OBT) in plant material as a result of a
postulated single source long-term release of either



HTO or HT. The second part of the scenario
considers the consequences of tritium infiltration
through the soil following deposition and the
consequent contamination of an underground
aquifer. This problem is of practical concern to
those who wish to protect sources of water that
may be used for human consumption.

Modellers had submitted 12 sets of results for
Scenario 1. One modeller has discovered a
computational error since production of the report
and the results from this model will be corrected in
the final publication. A small number of points for
improvements of the text were noted for when the
material is included in the final IAEA TECDOC.
It is hoped that graphs can be reproduced in colour
to help with the interpretation of the results.
Anyone who has further comments on WD1
should send them to the IAEA SS and the
Technical Secretariat by the end of the year.

Scenario 2: Model-Model Intercomparison for
Long-term Underground Sources of Tritium

Scenario 2 considers a postulated perched aquifer
with a constant tritium concentration that is
situated beneath a non-vegetated soil. Modellers
were asked to calculate the upward migration of
tritium through the soil and provide soil
concentration profiles for specific months of the
year and tritium fluxes from the soil surface to
atmosphere for a twelve month period. It is
necessary to model such circumstances in order to
understand how far the unsaturated zone acts to
isolate an underground aquatic source of
contamination.

It had been agreed to assess the importance of
different transport process by calculating tritium
migration due to the following transport processes:

• advection only (A);
• advection plus molecular diffusion (A+MD);
and
• advection, molecular diffusion and dispersion
(A+MD+D).

Results showed that the numbers of soil layers
included in a model, and the time steps used
affects the concentrations of tritium in the soil
profile. However, the greatest effect was shown to
be whether dispersion was included in the model
or not. Modellers will have one further
opportunity of calculating the endpoints by
including all three transport processes (i.e.
A+MD+D) and using a given set of evaporation
data. Then the scenario will be extended (Scenario
2.5) to examine the effects on tritium soil profiles
and fluxes to the atmosphere with a vegetated soil
covering the contaminated aquifer (as opposed to a
bare soil as in Scenario 2.4).
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Scenario 3: Model-Data Test Based on Data
from CRL, Canada

Scenario 3 is based on long-term releases from
three different point sources of HTO at the CRL
site in Canada and modellers were asked to
calculate HTO concentrations in various
environmental media and OBT in vegetation at
three different locations affected by these
atmospheric releases (Scenario 1 had dealt with
only one atmospheric source). Results from seven
sets of calculations were compared with the
sampling data. Although air concentrations had
been provided in the scenario description, many
modellers preferred to calculate air concentrations
using their own models. Differences between
results were attributed to factors such as whether
all sources of tritium in the air had been included
(one source- was re-emission from a wetland area).
Subsequent endpoint results were normalised to
the original air concentrations given in the
scenario and differences in predictions were traced
to aspects such as use of different washout
coefficients, inclusion or not of dry deposition, the
isotopic factor used, and the method used by
modellers for calculating OBT concentrations.

The draft written material was discussed at the
meeting and participants made some suggestions
for amendments. The text and results of the
scenario will be included in the next WD (WD2).

Scenario 4: Model-Data Test Based on Data
from RFNC-VNIIEF, Russia

This scenario is based on data collated for long-
term atmospheric releases of tritium from a source
on the VNIIEF site in Sarov, Russian Federation.
Modellers have been provided with information on
the landscape, climate, meteorological conditions,
vegetation, soil properties and atmospheric
releases of tritium over a 16 year period. The
scenario is very useful for modellers to investigate
the effects of snow and rain on air moisture
concentrations.

Six modellers submitted predictions for tritium
concentrations at five yearly intervals for air, soil
water, plant TFWT, and rain and snow water for
three different sampling locations. Most modellers
predicted steady state, constant air moisture
concentrations, hence they do not assume that any
past releases contribute to air concentrations.
Differences between results were partly attributed
to whether it was assumed that the stack was
releasing tritium all day every day or only for
certain periods of the day during weekdays. Other
reasons for differences in results were:
assumptions about joint wind frequency
distributions; differences in the characteristics of
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the various sampling sites; and temperature effects
on releases. As a result of discussions during the
meeting, it was agreed to modify some of the
scenario endpoint calculations. Full information
has been provided in a new scenario description
(version 4.2). The next round of calculations will
be the last, then efforts will be concentrated upon
writing the draft report for inclusion in WD2.

Scenario 5: Model-Data Test Based on Data
from Valduc, France

Colleagues at CEA/DASE have collated data from
the Valduc site in France which is located near
Dijon. The scenario is based on long-term releases
of tritium to the atmosphere from three sources in
a mainly forested area with varied topography.
Information on the tritium releases, meteorological
data, soil characteristics and other relevant
information have been provided. Modellers have
been asked to calculate tritium concentrations for:
air, rain water, plant TFWT and OBT in birch tree
growth ring for one specific year and OBT in oak
tree leaves at different sampling locations.

This was the first time that results were presented.
It was interesting to find that results were very
similar for the sampling stations located to the
north of the release points. However results were
more scattered for sampling stations to the south.
Differences between results were attributed to: the
parameter value used for roughness length; the
sigma parameters used in dispersion calculations;
and whether elevation and topographic influences
were taken into account.

Modellers have one further opportunity to submit
calculations, then a draft report will be written. As
with the other scenarios, work will be completed
by the BIOMASS Plenary Meeting in November
2000.

Field Sampling Data to Support Models

Experimentalists from CEA/DASE, France have
been conducting a field sampling programme near
an atmospheric release at a site in France.
Samples are collected in various sectors around the
source and, in collaboration with ZSR Germany,
the sampling results have been examined to see if
there is a correlation between soil and vegetation
concentrations and the meteorological information.
In particular, interest is centred on the influence of
wet and dry deposition on soil and plant
concentrations.

It is clear from the data obtained thus far that soil
concentrations are related to air concentrations.
The ratio of air to soil concentration is
approximately 1:1. It is also clear that dry
deposition is important. A number of samples
have been collected and analysed but many more
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samples await chemical analysis. It is planned that
all the work will be completed in time for
inclusion in WD2.

Work Programme, Actions, Time Schedule and
Future Meetings

The TWG has been very active in the two and a
half years since its first meeting. Now all the hard
work is coming to fruition as two of the five
scenarios are already closed and the other three
scenarios will be closed following the Spring 2000
WG meeting. It is essential to have good model
descriptions so all modellers have been asked to
provide essential details of their models.

The following activities are planned to ensure that
all the TWG objectives will be met.

ACTION

WD1

Send technical and editorial
comments to TS
Send revised model
descriptions
Scenario 2.4 and 2.5
Re-submit calculations for
Scenario 2.4 using the
meteorological data set
provided by W. Raskob, FZK,
and A+MD+D processes
Comments on draft text vO.l
to Y. Belot and TS
Provision of hourly evapo-
transpiration data as a
function of soil depth for
vegetation with a rooting
depth of 30 cm
New Scenario 2.5 description
Results for Scenario 2.5
submitted
Draft text v0.2 prepared and
distributed for comment
Comments on v0.2 to Y, Belot
andTS
v0.3 prepared for discussion
at Spring meeting
Scenario 3 (CRL)
Send re-calculations or new
results, plus model
descriptions
Draft report version 0.2
prepared and distributed for
comment
Comments on text to P. Davis
andTS
Final draft text prepared for
discussion at Spring 2000 WG
meeting
Text incorporated into WD2
Scenario 4.2 (VNIIEF)
New scenario description
Distribution of Scenario 4.2
Submit calculations and
model descriptions

ACTION
BY

All

Modellers

Modellers

All

W. Raskob

Y. Belot & TS
Modellers

Y. Belot &TS

All

Y. Belot & TS

Modellers

P. Davis & TS

All

P. Davis & TS

P. Davis & TS

A. Golubev
TS
Modellers

ACTION
DATE

31/11/99

31/11/99

15/12/99

15/12/99

31/10/99

15/11/99
15/02/00

15/03/00

15/04/00

08/05/00

01/12/99

31/01/00

28/02/00

08/05/00

Aug. 2000

22/10/99
31/10/99
Before
31/01/00
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Draft report vO. 1 prepared and
distributed for comment
Comments on vO. 1 to
A. Golubev and TS
Draft report v0.2 prepared for
discussion at Spring 2000 WG
meeting
Text incorporated into WD2
Scenario 5 (Valduc)
Send revised or new
calculations and model
descriptions
Draft vO. 1 report prepared and
distributed for comment
Comments on vO. 1
Draft v0.2 prepared for
discussion at Spring 2000 WG
meeting
Text incorporated into WD2
Field Sampling Data
Analysis of samples and
results

Draft report vO. 1 prepared for
discussion at Spring 2000 WG
meeting
Draft report v0.2 prepared and
distributed for comment
Text incorporated into WD2

A. Golubev &
TS
All

A. Golubev &
TS

Modellers

G. Guinois,
Y. Belot & TS
All
G. Guinois,
Y. Belot & TS

CEAin
collaboration
with ZSR
CEA & ZSR

CEA,ZSR &
TS
CEA, ZSR &
TS

15/03/00

07/04/00

07/05/00

Aug. 2000

15/12/99

15/03/00

15/04/00
08/05/00

Aug. 2000

31/03/00

08/05/00

01/07/00

01/07/00

The BIOMASS TWG Spring Meeting will be a
joint meeting with the Kyoto University Reactor
Research Institute (KURRI) and the National
Institute for Fusion Sciences (NIFS). The meeting
will be held in Japan from 8 to 12 May 2000. It is
planned that the first day and a half will be spent at
KURRI with a workshop on topics such as the
measurement, chemical conversion, metabolism,
dosimetry and safety handling of tritium. In the
afternoon of 9 May, the participants will transfer
to the NIFS site at Noagoya. The BIOMASS
meeting will be held from 10 to 12 May.
Participants look forward to interesting technical
discussions with our Japanese colleagues.

Objectives of the Spring 2000 meeting will be to:
• discuss results and draft text for Scenarios 2.4
and 2.5;
• discuss results and draft text for Scenarios 4.2
and 5.1;
• examine results of the CEA/DASE and ZSR
analyses of the field sampling for wet and dry
deposition of tritium around a source in France;
• agree on the contents of WD2, the TECDOC,
presentations at the BIOMASS 2001 meeting and
a possible publication; and
• plan future work activities until the October
2000 Plenary Meeting and beyond.

Information on any aspect of the work programme,
details of scenarios or arrangements for future
meetings can be obtained from:

Yves BELOT (WG Leader)
40 rue du Mont Valerien, F-92210 Saint-Cloud, France

Tel: +33 1 4771 0885, Fax: +33 1 5557 0476
e-mail: ycbelot@club-internet.fr

Yoshikazu INOUE
Department of Nuclear Safety, IAEA

Wagramer Strasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna
Tel:+43 1 2600 22730, Fax:+43 1 26007 22730

Email: Y.Inoue@iaea.org

Barbara WATKINS
QuantiSci Ltd, Chiltern House, 45 Station Road
Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire RG9 1 AT, UK
Tel: +44 1491 410474, Fax: +44 1491 576916

E-mail: bwatkins@quantisci.co.uk

3.2 Fruits Working Group.

The Fruits Working Group

The fifth meeting of the Fruits Working Group
was held in Vienna, 4-6 October 1999, within the
framework of the IAEA BIOMASS annual plenary
meeting. The following progress was made at the
meeting:
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1. Model intercomparison studies (acute
scenario, continuous scenario)

Both the acute and the continuous scenario
consider apple, strawberry and blackcurrant, I37Cs,
90Sr and 129I and, only for continuous scenario, 35S.

Both the continous and the acute scenario had
been revised to include the area covered by a
plant, the time of leaf emergence as well as plant
and fruit yield. New results with modified
scenarios were presented by the Technical
Secretariat (A. Venter) and discussed during the
meeting.

Predictions have improved: differences have
changed from 5-6 to 2 orders of magnitude.
Different assumptions of modellers and the way
they affect predictions were discussed. Some
models are considering deposition to plants only,
whereas others also consider deposition to soil.
Direct deposition on fruit is considered in a few
models, pruning is disregarded, and different fruit
growth curves are taken into account. Differences
in predictions can also arise from different
interpretations, for instance, some modellers
considered the 1st year as the year of deposition,
whereas others interpreted it as the lsl year after
deposition.

The possibility of providing uncertainty estimates
with the model predictions were discussed, as this
would help to separate uncertainty from
variability. The importance of speciation on
transfer were also discussed.

A further revision of both the acute and continuous
scenarios was proposed: (i) to specify the total
deposition/area (soil plus plant) instead of the
concentration; (ii) to be more specific about the
harvest dates; (iii) to specify the biomass of
blackcurrant. The latter may be difficult due to
lack of data.

2. Model validation studies
Scenarios for model validation are based on
strawberries, grown in pots under an open tunnel
and contaminated with 134Cs and S5Sr. Two
scenarios are being considered: wet deposition on
the above-ground part of the plant at anthesis and
beginning of ripening, and soil surface
contamination at the anthesis stage.

The first round of calculations was discussed
during the meeting. As there were still some
uncertainties about interpretation of the scenario,
the modelled results were not yet compared with
the measured data, to give modellers the chance to
improve their results based on an improved
understanding of the scenario. The scenario will be
revised to specify a more exact evaluation time.
Calculation of measured activity concentrations
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will also be revised to be more exact. Revised
model predictions will be compared with the
measured data during the next meeting.

3. Presentation of models
A new model, RUVFRU, designed especially for
fruits and used in the intercomparison exercises
has been presented by K. Eged (Hungary). Data
that can be used for model validation on Cs and Sr
in strawberry and blackcurrant systems will be
available next year.
I. Linkov (USA) gave a presentation on the use of
Bayesian updating as a tool to improve model
predictions.

4. Fruit conceptual model
The approach is the same as in BIOMOVS II, i.e.
an Interaction Matrix containing the main features,
events and processes relating to the transfer of
radionuclides to fruit is being developed. During
the meeting the participants ranked the importance
of various processes and components by allocating
a score to each component and process.

5. Deliverables
The first Working Document of the Group has
been produced by the IAEA: "A critical review of
experimental, field and modelling information on
the transfer of radionuclides to fruit". Parts of the
review have been sent to the Journal of
Environmental Radioactivity for publication.
The content of the final IAEA TECDOC, that will
include the main results of all the activities of the
Fruits Working Group, has been extensively
discussed and agreed and topics have been
allocated.

6. Next meeting
The next meeting will be held in Madrid (26-28
April 2000). It will be hosted by CIEMAT.
Purpose of the meeting:
• Discussion of model intercomparison results.
• Discussion of model validation results.
• Discussion of matrix results for the Fruit

Conceptual Model.
• Discussion of the deliverables:

model descriptions,
model intercomparisons,
model validation,
fruit conceptual model,
database,
experimental studies.
priorities and recommendations

• Work programme and future meeting plans.

Request for contribution
• Those who wish to contribute to the fruit
database can request the proforma and associated
helpfile for submitting data from the dedicated
database address: radflux@mouchel.com or
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directly to the Radflux Database chairman
N. Mitchell.
• Persons interested in participating in the model
intercomparison and model validation studies can
request detailed scenarios from the Technical
Secretariat (QuantiSci) at: "biomass@quantisci.co.uk"
• Those who have or will have in a near future
datasets on fruits useful for validation can get in
touch with the Technical Secretariat (QuantiSci) at:
"biomass@quantisci.co.uk"

Enquiries about the BIOMASS Theme 3 Fruits
Working Group can be addressed to:

Franca CARINI (WG Leader)
Agricultural Faculty, Chemistry Institute

Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
Via Emilia Parmense, 84,1-29100 Piacenza

Tel: +390 523 599156, Fax: +390 523 599358
Email: fcarini@pc.unicatt.it

Yoshikazu INOUE (address on page 11)

Ansie VENTER
QuantiSci, Chiltern House, 45 Station Road

Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire RG9 1AT, UK
Tel: +44 1491 410474, Fax: +44 1491 576916

email: BIOMASS@quantisci.co.uk

3.3 Forest Working Group.

The Forest Modelling Working Group.

The third meeting of the Forest Working Group
took place on 7-8 October as part of the annual
BIOMASS Plenary Meeting in Vienna. The first
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IAEA Working Document to be published by the
Forest WG (results of the first model-model
intercomparison study) was distributed during the
meeting.

A major part of the meeting was devoted to
presentation and discussion of the statistical
analysis of results from the 10 modellers that
participated in the first two model intercomparison
studies. The analysis was undertaken by Francois
Goor (SCK-CEN, Belgium). The methodology is
based on two indices, the absolute euclidean
difference (AED) and the relative euclidean
difference (RED), as well as a reliability index.
The chosen methodology is helpful in answering
the following questions.

a) What is the degree of agreement between model
predictions, or between model predictions and
experimental data?
b) Do the models represent similar time dynamics?
c) Do the predictions converge or diverge with
time?
d) For which variables is the degree of agreement
best/worst?
e) Which models give the best/worst predictions
for a specific parameter?

The statistical analysis of the results from the
model-model intercomparison study showed that
there was a generally good degree of agreement
between models. The best results were obtained
for the soil compartments (litter, organic soil and
mineral soil) with a reliability index of 3-4. Wood
and bark showed poorer values (7-9). The best
agreement between the models was generally
obtained in the first years after contamination and
gradually worsened with time.

Further analysis of the model-model
intercomparison results will involve cluster
analysis to identify models with similar structures
and/or representation of processes. This analysis is
intended to assists in explaining divergence in
model predictions.

s actNity concentration h wood (withoU bark, d.w)

1961 1S82 1383 1994 1S95 1396

Yeirsaftef dart data

Figure.- Comparison of model predictions with
measured data for 137Cs activity concentration
in wood
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Analysis of the results from the model-data
intercomparison study showed that the model
predictions were generally in good agreement with
the measurements on site for the reference
scenario. However, this good agreement could be
partly due to the fact that some of the participating
models were calibrated with measurements from
the same geographical area as the reference
scenario (the Zhitomir region, Ukraine). It is
possible that the results of the study would have
been different for a reference scenario from
another region. It should also be kept in mind that
the study was based on measurements taken over a
time period of eight years, which is relatively short
compared to the time scale of biogeochemical
processes in a forest ecosystem. Nevertheless, the
statistical analysis of the results from existing
models for 137Cs behaviour in coniferous forests
shows a satisfactory degree of agreement, even
though the models are based on different time
dynamics.

The Forest WG also undertook a second model-
model intercomparison study, based on a sub-
surface terrestrial source. This was a novel
experience for most modellers, since the majority
of models used by members of the Forest WG is
based exclusively on an atmospheric source term.
The purpose of the exercise was, therefore, not to
compare new models simulating upward
movement of contaminants in soil, but to test the
capacity of existing atmospheric models to
accommodate a terrestrial source term. The two
key points to emerge from an initial consideration
of this scenario were as follows:

a) Contaminant uptake is predominantly a function
of root distribution in the soil profile.
b) Contaminant transfer from soil to the tree is a
reversible process, with contaminant also being
released from the roots to each soil layer. This
process provides a substantial pathway of
contaminant redistribution throughout the soil
profile and is more significant than physical
redistribution.

The results from the first round of calculations
were surprisingly consistent, taking into account
the fact that the modellers used different
assumptions regarding root depth and distribution.
The biggest divergence between results was for
bark (3 orders of magnitude). Modellers will have
an opportunity to improve their results during a
second round of calculations, which will be based
on a uniform root depth/density distribution with
time.

The Interaction Matrix for forest ecosystems
which is being developed by the Forest WG was
also discussed at the meeting. The primary
purpose of the matrix is to provide a systematic
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inventory of processes and components of the
forest ecosystems. Ultimately it will serve as a
yardstick against which the models that
participated in the intercomparison studies will be
evaluated.

Yves Thiry (SCK-CEN, Belgium) gave a
presentation on the processes that control element
pathways and dynamic fluxes in a forest
ecosystem. Due to the high level of interaction
between vegetation and soil properties in a forest
ecosystem, variations in the dynamics of
radiocaesium cycling depend largely on the soil-
plant associations concerned. This association is
usually modelled simply by means of a transfer
factor, which is based on observed data. Due to its
empirical nature, the value of the transfer factor(s)
varies greatly. This variability can be reduced by a
better categorisation of the forest vegetation-soil
association. To a certain extent, this issue is being
addressed in the model-model .intercomparison
study currently undertaken by the Forest WG, in
which the uptake of radiocaesium from a terrestrial
source term is modelled.

Yves Thiry also emphasised the need for
standardisation and sharing of existing data on
radiocaesium cycling in a format that would allow-
meaningful comparison of such data. He presented
a standard data sheet that could be used for a new
international collection of data on cycling of
radiocaesium in forest ecosystems. There is a need
to promote further interaction between
experimentalists and modellers with the objective
to identify key data which are required in the
development of forest models.

A further presentation was made by Gregor Zibold
(Weingarten, Germany) on measurements of l37Cs
activity concentration in roe deer. His team has made
a large number of measurements in German forests
since 1986 and within the! resulting data set has found
a particularly useful correlation between the activity
concentration in roe deer and in mushrooms.
Furthermore, the activity concentration in
mushrooms seems to be influenced by rainfall events
and Professor Zibold presented some impressive
results of modelling in which these factors have been
explicitly accounted for.

Martin Frissel (Netherlands) gave a presentation
on recent modifications to the IAEA FORM model
that was originally developed as a decision-making
tool for evaluation of countermeasures in
contaminated forests. The model consists of three
major parts (ecological, dose assessment, and
economical) and provides a good insight into the
relative importance of various forest transfer
processes. The model will be published shortly as
an IAEA TECDOC.
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The final formal presentation during the FWG
meeting was made by Elena Uspenskaya (Russian
Federation) on Certification and Rehabilitation of
contaminated Russian Forests. She gave a
summary of the size of contaminated areas, as well
as the 137Cs deposition in soil, of various forested
regions in the Russian Federation. Forest radiation
certification is being introduced, particularly
where forests are contaminated with 137Cs and 90Sr,
in attempt to control and optimise timber export
from such areas. The Federal Forestry Service of
the Russian Federation would like to harmonise its
system of certification with international
standards.

The next meeting of the FWG will be in May 2000
in Brussels.

Enquiries about the BIOMASS Forest Programme
should be directed to:

George SHAW (WG Leader)
Centre for Analytical Research in the Environment
Imperial College, Centre for Environmental Technology

Silwood Park, Sunningdale, Ascot, Berkshire SL5 7TE, UK
Tel: +44 1344 294277, Fax: +44 1344 624931

Email: gg.shaw@ic.ac.uk
or

Ferruccio GERA
Department of Nuclear Safety, IAEA

Wagramer Strasse 5, PO Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria
Tel: +43 1 2600 22602, Fax: +43 1 2600 722602

e.mail: F.Gera@iaea.org

or Ansie VENTER (address on page 13)

4.- IAEA NEWS

IAEA Unit of Dischargeable Waste.
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The BIOMASS Programme is part the activities of
the Agency Unit on "Dischargeable Waste". The
Unit's main function is the establishment of safety
standards for the control of radioactive releases to
the environment (atmospheric, terrestrial and
aquatic) and providing for the application of those
standards. An important project at the present time
involves establishing standards for the protection
of the environment from ionising radiation. The
Unit is also engaged in providing advice and
guidance on procedures and methods for
environmental assessment, modelling and
monitoring. The Unit is the focal point for the
Agency's interactions with international
conventions and treaties concerned with
radioactive waste and the environment.

The composition of the Unit has changed over the
last few months. Yoshi Inoue, Carol Robinson and
Ferruccio Gera remain in the Unit and are now
joined by Tiberio Cabianca (a new member of
staff from Italy). Carlos Torres is now the Unit
Head.

Tiberio CABIANCA
Dischargeable Waste Unit, WSS, DRWS,

Department of Nuclear Safety, IAEA
Wagramer Strasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria

Phone:+43 1 260022679 , Fax: +43 1 2600 7
E-mail: T.Cabianca@iaea.org

IAEA Developments Control of Discharges of
Radioactive Substances to the Environment.

An IAEA Safety Guide on "Regulatory control of
radioactive discharges into the environment" has
been approved for publication. This Safety Guide
provides practical step-wise guidance for setting
discharge limits for both new and existing sources.
The Guide also provides guidance on establishing
generic dose constraints for members of the public
and an explanation of the underlying radiological
protection concepts. This Guide makes reference
to assessment models and data for assessing doses
to members of the public. These models are
described in a companion Safety Report on
"Generic models for use in the control of
radioactive discharges into the environment". This
Safety Report provides simple screening models
for assessing critical group and collective doses
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arising from routine discharges to the atmosphere
or to surface waters. It is in the final stages of
preparation. An additional Safety Report to
provide practical guidance on monitoring activities
in support of discharge control is also planned.

The IAEA has initiated preparation of Guidance
on assessing the impact of marine disposals of
materials containing radionuclides. The aim of this
guidance is to provide practical advice that will
allow national authorities to determine whether
materials containing radionuclides may be
exempted from the requirements of the Basic
Safety Standards, and whether they may be
disposed of at sea, under the conditions of the
London Convention 1972. (The Contracting
Parties to the London Convention have requested
the IAEA to provide such guidance).

Work has also started on the development of an
information system collecting data on discharges
of radionuclides to the atmospheric and aquatic
environments; marine dumping of radioactive
wastes and accidents and losses at sea involving
radioactive material and radioactive waste
disposals and residues in the terrestrial
environment. Suitable information technologies
will be selected and applied to this purpose,
integrating existing IAEA applications and
publications on the subject ("Inventory of
radioactive waste disposal at sea", IAEA-
TECDOC-1105; "Inventory of accidents and
losses at sea involving radioactive materiaV\ to be
published). The information system will serve to
support several activities of IAEA, namely the
Agency's responsibilities related to radioactive
substances under the Global Programme of Action
for Protection of the Marine Environment from
Land-based Activities and the provision of
technical support to the London Convention 1972
(Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution
by Dumping of Waste and Other Matter), the
Oslo-Paris Convention and UNSCEAR. The
system will also be used in the preparation of
reports on assessments of the radiological impact
of world-wide radioactive discharges to the
environment.

IAEA Developments on Environmental
Protection

IAEA-TECDOC-1091 on "Protection of the
environment from the effects of ionizing
radiation" was published in July 1999. As
explained in the previous Newsletter, this
TECDOC explores the various issues relevant to
and approaches for setting criteria for protecting
the environment. Its aim is to stimulate discussion,
as the first step towards establishing an
internationally agreed philosophy and a
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methodology for protecting the environment from
the effects of ionizing radiation. IAEA work in
this area is continuing with the objective of
exploring and clarifying the principles of
environmental protection. In parallel with this
work, IAEA plans to hold a series of Specialists
Meetings on the subject to promote information
exchange between various Member States working
in the area. The first of these meetings will be held
next year. The provisional date for this meeting is
29 August-1 September 2000.

The objectives of the meeting are:

• To provide a forum for exchange of
information on progress in Member States towards
policies, assessment methods and research related
to protection of the environment against the effects
of ionizing radiation

• To discuss future priorities and international
coordination as appropriate.

The following topics will be considered during the
meeting:

1. Relevant international legal instruments and
their implications;
2. Development of policies and strategies for
protection of the environment against ionizing
radiation;
3. Issues related to establishing criteria or
standards for protection;
4. Research on radiation effects on species other
than man;
5. Development of dosimetric models, quantities
and units for dose and risk assessment.
6. Demonstrating compliance — assessment and
monitoring methods and control systems.
7. Interaction with the current system of
radiological protection.

A significant part of the meeting will be devoted to
structured discussion sessions with the aim of
promoting the development of international
consensus in all aspects of the subject. For more
information please contact Carol Robinson
(address on page 7)

IAEA Developments on Radiological
Assessment and Modelling.

Revision of IAEA Technical Reports Series No.
364 "Handbook of parameter values for the
prediction of radionuclide transfer in temperate
environments". The first Handbook of parameter
values for the prediction of radionuclide transfer in
temperate environments was published in 1994
based on a review of available data up to the end
of 1992. It is comprised largely of tables of values
for commonly used empirical transfer parameters
used in radiological assessment models. Since the
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early nineteen nineties, there has been a
considerable increase in available information, the
IAEA is carrying out a revision of the Handbook.

Revision of IAEA Technical Report Series No.
247 "Kds and concentration factors for
radionuclides in the marine environment". The
Dischargeable Waste Unit will cooperate with the
IAEA Marine Environmental Laboratory in
Monaco to update this document and incorporate
data collected since its publication (1985). The
report is a review of sediment partition
coefficients (Kds) and concentration factors for
seafood used to model the transfer of
radionuclides through the marine environment. It
contains tables of ranges of these parameters for
most elements. Over the years, TRS 247 has
proved to be a very valuable reference tool to
scientists working in the field of marine
radioactivity.

Safety standards and derived limits to be applied to
the use of forest products derived from potentially
contaminated. This activity, started following a
specific request of the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) in the Russian
Federation, will make use of the experience
accumulated by the Forest WG in addition to other
ongoing activities of the Division of Radiation and
Waste Safety in the field of radiation protection.
The objective is to draft a document providing
guidance on the identification of forests likely to
present significant levels of contamination and on
the definition of safe limits of radionuclides in
forest products.

IAEA Developments on Environment
Monitoring.

An IAEA Safety Guide on "Source and
Environmental Monitoring for Public Protection
Purposes" is under development. This Safety
Guide will provide guidance on the monitoring of
radiation for the protection of the public.

Training Events

The IAEA is preparing a series of training events
on "Discharge Control and Environmental
modelling and monitoring" for the year 2000.
Courses will be held in Asia, Eastern Europe and
Latin America.

5. BIOMASS DOCUMENTS

BIOMASS Working Documents:

Listed below are the BIOMASS Working
Documents produced by each of the Working
Groups of the three BIOMASS Themes, which
were made available at the meetings held in
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Vienna in October 1999. Furthermore, there
are also some documents available which could
be of interest to BIOMASS participants. In this
respect, please find attached some information
and an order form which should be completed
and returned should you wish to receive copies
of any of the documents listed.

BIOMASS/G/WD01.- BIOMASS, The IAEA
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods: Themes for a new Co-
ordinated Research Programme on Environmental
Model Testing and Improvement. Theme 1:
Radioactive Waste Disposal, Theme 2:
Environmental Releases and Theme 3: Biosphere
Processes. International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna, August, 1996.

BIOMASS/T1/WD01.- BIOMASS, The IAEA
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods. BIOMASS THEME 1,
Radioactive Waste Disposal. Long Term Releases
from Solid Waste Disposal Facilities: The
Reference Biosphere Concept. International
Atomic Energy Agency, BIOMASS/T1/WD01,
Vienna, 1999.

BIOMASS/T1AVD02.- BIOMASS, The IAEA
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods. BIOMASS THEME 1,
Radioactive Waste Disposal. Alternative
Assessment Contexts: Implications for
Development of Reference Biospheres and
Biosphere Modelling. International Atomic Energy
Agency, BIOMASS/T1/WD02, Vienna, 1999.

BIOMASS/T1/WD03.- BIOMASS, The IAEA
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods. BIOMASS THEME 1,
Radioactive Waste Disposal. Guidance on the
Definition of Critical and other Hypothetical
Exposed Groups for Solid Radioactive Waste
Disposal. International Atomic Energy Agency,
BIOMASS/T1/WD03, Vienna, 1999.

BIOMASS/T1/WD04.- BIOMASS, The IAEA
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods. BIOMASS THEME 1,
Radioactive Waste Disposal. Guidance for the
Application of Data to Assessment Models.
International Atomic Energy Agency,
BIOMASS/T1/WD04, Vienna, 1999.

BIOMASS/T1/WD05.- BIOMASS, The IAEA
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods. BIOMASS THEME 1,
Radioactive Waste Disposal. BIOMASS Example
Reference Biosphere 1: Drinking Water Well.
International Atomic Energy Agency,
BIOMASS/T1/WD05, Vienna, 1999.
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BIOMASS/T1/WD06.- BIOMASS, The IAEA
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods. BIOMASS THEME 1,
Radioactive Waste Disposal. Biosphere System
Identification and Justification.. International
Atomic Energy Agency, BIOMASS/T1/WD06,
Vienna, 1999.

BIOMASS/T2DR/WD01.- BIOMASS, The IAEA
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods. BIOMASS THEME 2,
Environmental Releases, Dose Reconstruction
Working Group: Model Testing Using Data on
Iodine-131 released from Hanford. International
Atomic Energy Agency, BIOMASS/T2DR/WD01,
Vienna, 1999.

BIOMASS/T2RA/WD01. BIOMASS, The IAEA
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods. BIOMASS THEME 2,
Environmental Releases, Remediation Assessment
Working Group: Initial Case in Remediation
Assessment: Radium Extraction Site, Olen, Olen
Scenario Type A. International Atomic Energy
Agency, BIOMASS/T2RA/WD01, Vienna, 1999.

BIOMASS/T3TM/WD01. BIOMASS, The IAEA
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods. BIOMASS THEME 3,
Biosphere Processes, Tritium Working Group:
Modelling of Environmental Transport of Tritium
in the Vicinity of Permanent Sources-Atmospheric
Sources: model-model intercomparison.
International Atomic Energy Agency,
BIOMASS/T3TM/WD01, Vienna, 1999.

BIOMASS/T3FMAVD01.- BIOMASS, The
IAEA Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods. BIOMASS THEME 3,
Biosphere Processes, Fruits Modelling Working
Group: A Critical Review of Experimental, Field
and Modelling Information on the Transfer of
Radionuclides to Fruit. International Atomic
Energy Agency, BIOMASS/T3FM/WD01, Vienna,
1999.

BIOMASS/T3FTM/WD01.- BIOMASS, The
IAEA Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment Methods. BIOMASS THEME 3,
Biospheric Processes, Forest Modelling Working
Group: Model-Model Intercomparison Study.
International Atomic Energy Agency,
BIOMASS/T3FTM/WD01, Vienna, 1999.

BIOMASS Papers:

BIOMASS/Paper/01.- K.M. Thiessen, M.C.
Thorne, P.R. Maul, G. Prohl, H.S. Wheater.
Modelling Radionuclide Distribution and
Transport in the Environment. Environmental
Pollution, Elsevier Science Ltd, 1999 (In press).
Principal author e-mail: kmt@senes.com
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This subsection will include references to
papers related to Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment presented by BIOMASS
participants at International Symposiums,
Congresses or in Publications. If you wish that
a reference for your paper appears in this
subsection, please send a copy of it to C. Halsall
(see address overleaf) indicating that it is for
inclusion in future BIOMASS Newsletters.
Please make sure that you provide us with the
email address of the paper's principal author,
as it will also be included in the reference so
that interested parties can request copies
directly from the principal author.

The subsection will also include official
BIOMASS papers prepared by the IAEA or on
its behalf.

BIOMASS Newsletters:

BIOMASS/NLOl:- BIOMASS Newsletter No 1.
The International Atomic Energy Agency
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment. BIOMASS news, June 1996.

BIOMASS/NL02.- BIOMASS Newsletter No 2.
The International Atomic Energy Agency
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment. BIOMASS news, December 1996.

BIOMASS/NL03.- BIOMASS Newsletter No 3.
The International Atomic Energy Agency
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment. BIOMASS news, July 1997.

BIOMASS/NL04.- BIOMASS Newsletter No 4.
The International Atomic Energy Agency
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment. BIOMASS news, January 1998.

BIOMASS/NL05.- BIOMASS Newsletter No 5.
The International Atomic Energy Agency
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment. BIOMASS news, July 1998.

BIOMASS/NL06.- BIOMASS Newsletter No 6.
The International Atomic Energy Agency
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment. BIOMASS news, January 1999.

BIOMASS/NL07.- BIOMASS Newsletter No 7.
The International Atomic Energy Agency
Programme on Biosphere Modelling and
Assessment. BIOMASS news, June 1999.

Other IAEA Documents of Interest:

Please note that the documents listed below and
marked with an asterisk* are IAEA priced
publications. Should you wish to buy any of
these documents, full details of how to order
them can be found on the IAEA's website:
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http://wvnv.iaea.org/worldatom/Books. Should
you not have Internet access, attached is a page
explaining "How to order IAEA Publications".

Safety Documents:

Working Material: Draft Safety Report, Revised
Safety Series 57: Generic Models for use in the
Control of Radioactive Discharges into the
Environment, Version 0.9, IAEA, Vienna,
November 1999 (information on this document is
attached to this Newsletter).

Working Material: IAEA Safety Glossary.
Terminology used in Radiation Protection and in
Nuclear, Radiation, Waste and Transport Safety,
Version 0.9, IAEA, Vienna, November 1999.
(contact person: Mr. I. Barraclough, email:
I.Barraclough@iaea.org)

IAEA,SS-115-I*. International Basic Safety
Standards for Protection against Ionizing
Radiation and for the Safety of Radiation Sources.
Safety Series No. 115-1. IAEA, Vienna, 1994.

IAEA,RS-G-1.5*. Regulatory Control of
Radioactive Discharges to the Environmet, Safety
Guide RS-G-1.5, IAEA, in press, draft available.

TECDOCs:

IAEA-TECDOC-1105. Inventory of Radioactive
Waste Disposals at Sea. IAEA, Vienna, August
1999.

IAEA-TECDOC-1091. Protection of the
environment from the effects of ionizing radiation,
a report for discussion. IAEA, Vienna, July 1999.

IAEA-TECDOC-1092. Generic Procedures for
Monitoring in a Nuclear or Radiological
Emergency. IAEA, Vienna, June 1999.

IAEA-TECDOC-1077. Critical Groups and
Biospheres in the Context of Radioactive Waste
Disposal. Fourth report of the Working Group on
Principles and Criteria for radioactive Waste
Disposal. IAEA, Vienna, April 1999.

Technical Reports Series:

IAEA,TRS-172*. Technical Reports Series No.
172. Effects of Ionizing Radiation on Aquatic
Organisms and Ecosystems. IAEA, Vienna, 1976.

IAEA/TRS-207*. Technical Reports Series No.
207. Tritium in Some Typical Ecosystems. IAEA,
Vienna, 1981.

IAEA,TRS-247*. Technical Reports Series No.
247. Sediments Kjs and Concentration Factors for
Radionuclides in the Marine Environment. IAEA,
Vienna, 1985.

IAEA,TRS-250*. Technical Reports Series No.
250. The Radiological Impact of Radionuclides
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Dispersed on a Regional and Global Scale:
Methods for Assessment and their Application.
IAEA, Vienna, 1985.

IAEA,TRS-288*. Technical Reports Series No.
288. Assessing the Impact of Deep Sea Disposal of
Low Level Radioactive Waste on Living Marine
Resources. IAEA, Vienna, 1988.

IAEA,TRS-295*. Technical Reports Series No.
295. Measurement of Radionuclides in Food and
the Environment, A Guidebook. IAEA, Vienna,
1989.

IAEA/TRS-332*. Technical Reports Series No.
332. Effects of Ionizing Radiation on Plants and
Animals at Levels Implied by Current Radiation
Protection Standards. IAEA, Vienna, 1992.

IAEA/TRS-364*. Technical Reports Series No.
364. Handbook of Parameter. Values for the
Prediction of Radionuclide Transfer in Temperate
Environments, produced in collaboration with the
International Union of Radioecologists. IAEA,
Vienna, 1994

Regarding orders for IAEA unpriced documents
and publications, please complete the attached
form and return it to:

Claire HALSALL
Secretary, WSS-DRWS

Department of Nuclear Safety, IAEA
Wagramer Strasse 5, P.O. Box 200, A-1400 Vienna, Austria

Phone:+43 1 2600 22692, Fax: +43 1 2600 722692
E-mail: C. Halsall@iaea.org

If you would like more information about the
BIOMASS programme or on the activities of the
Dischargeable Waste Unit, please contact:

Carlos TORRES
Unit Head, Dischargeable Waste Unit

WSS-DRWS, Department of Nuclear Safety, IAEA
Wagramer Strasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria

Phone:+43 1 2600 21428, Fax: +43 1 2600 721428
E-mail: C. Torres@iaea.org
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REGISTRATION FORM FOR THE FOURTH BIOMASS PLENARY MEETING
IAEA HEADQUARTERS, VIENNA, 6-10 NOVEMBER 2000

IAEA CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAMME ON BIOSPHERE MODELLING

AND ASSESSMENT METHODS ( B I O M A S S )

Please fill in this form and send it to the IAEA Secretariat (details given below) as soon as possible
(please no later than 16 October 2000):

YES. I will attend the meeting

I intend to participate in:

THEME 1

THEME 2
Dose Reconstruction WG

Remediation WG

THEME 3
Tritium Modelling WG

Fruit Modelling WG

Forest Modelling WG

—1

pi

••

•
My personal data and address are:

Name:

Organisation:

Address:

Telephone:
Fax:
E-mail:

YES, I need a formal invitation letter for visa purposes f~]

Ms. Claire Halsall
Waste Safety Section (Room B0717), Division of Radiation &Waste Safety

International Atomic Energy Agency
Wagramer Strasse 5, P.O. Box 200, A-1400 Vienna, Austria

Fax: +43 (1) 26007-22692, E-mail: C.Halsall® iaea.org



IAEA CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAMME ON BIOSPHERE MODELLING

AND ASSESSMENT METHODS ( B I O M A S S )

BIOMASS Working Material and Related Documents

ORDER FORM

Please fill in this form and send it to the IAEA Secretariat (details given over leaf) as soon as possible.

BIOMASS/G/WD01:
Themes for a new Co-ordinated Research Programme on Environmental Model Testing and
Improvement: Theme 1: Radioactive Waste Disposal, Theme 2: Environmental Releases,
Theme 3: Biosphere Processes

THEME 1:

BIOMASS/T1/WD01:
Long-term releases from solid waste disposal facilities: The Reference Biosphere Concept

BIOMASS/T1/WD02:
Alternative assessment contexts: implications for development of reference biospheres and
biosphere modelling

BIOMASS/T1/WD03:
Guidance on the definition of critical and other hypothetical exposed groups for solid
radioactive waste disposal

BIOMASS/T1/WD04:
Guidance for the application of data to assessment models

BIOMASS/T1/WD05:
BIOMASS example reference biosphere 1: Drinking water well

BIOMASS/T1/WD06:
Biosphere system identification and justification

THEME 2:

BIOMASS/T2DR/WD01 - Dose Reconstruction Working Group: Q
Model testing using data on Iodine-131 released from Hanford

BIOMASS/T2RA7WD01 - Remediation Assessment Working Group:
Initial case in remediation assessment: Radium extraction site, Olen, Olen Secnario Type A

THEME 3:

BIOMASS/T3TM/WD01 - Tritium Working Group:
Modelling of environmental transport of Tritium in the vicinity of permanent sources
Atmospheric sources: model-model intercomparison

BIOMASS/T3FM/WD01 - Fruits Working Group
A critical review of experimental, field and modelling information on the transfer of
radionuclides to fruit

BIOMASS/T3FTM/WD01 - Forest Working Group:
Model-model intercomparison study



Safety Documents:

Working Material, Draft Safety Report, Revised Safety Series 57:
Generic Models For Use in The Control of Radioactive Discharges into the Environment
(Version 0.9, November 1999)

IAEA TECDOCs:

IAEA-TECDOC-1105
Inventory of Radioactive Waste Disposals at Sea. IAEA, Vienna, August 1999

IAEA-TECDOC-1091
Protection of the environment from the effects of ionizing radiation, a report for discussion.
IAEA, Vienna, July 1999

I AEA-TECDOC-1092
GenericProcedures for Monitoring in a Nuclear or RadiologicaLEmergency.,IAEA, Vienna,
June 1999

IAEA-TECDOC-1077
Critical Groups and Biospheres in the Context of Radioactive Waste Disposal. Fourth report
of the Working Group on Principles and Criteria for radioactive Waste Disposal. IAEA,
Vienna, April 1999

My business mailing address is:

Name:

Organization:

Address:

I no longer wish to receive the BIOMASS Newsletter and ask that my | |
details be removed from the BIOMASS mailing list

Once completed, please return this form to:

Ms. Claire Halsall
Waste Safety Section (Room B0717), Division of Radiation &Waste Safety

International Atomic Energy Agency
Wagramer Strasse 5, P.O. Box 200, A-1400 Vienna, Austria

Fax: +43 (1) 26007-22692, E-mail: C.Halsall@ iaea.org



LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

WORKING MATERIAL
Draft Safety Report
Revised Safety Series 57, Version 0.9, 19 November 1999

GENERIC MODELS FOR USE
IN THE CONTROL OF

RADIOACTIVE DISCHARGES
INTO THE ENVIRONMENT

Safety Report

Reproduced by the IAEA
Division of Radiation and Waste Safety

Vienna, Austria 1999

NOTE

The material in this document has been supplied by the authors and has not been edited by the
IAEA. The views expressed remain the responsibility of the named authors and do not
necessarily reflect those of the government(s) of the designating Member State(s). In
particular, neither the IAEA nor any other organisation or body sponsoring the project can be
held responsible for any material reproduced in this document.
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